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FRASER & DINGMAN

Selected Head Soph Rulers to Enliven ’62 Freshman Programs

By Karen Entrenick

Wild horses, cowboys, square dancers — these will all be featured in the Spring Festival production to be held on Patterson Field Saturday, May 12, at 2:30 p.m.

Entitled “Yippee-i-o’ Theme of Spring Festival Featuring Queen, Festivities Saturday,” this year’s pageant will center around a dude ranch theme. Filling the position of manager and co-ordinating the production is Jo-Ann Lewis. All of the dances are being performed and full rehearsals will be held this week.

The program will be similar to last year’s “New York, New York,” and senior men will again take part and lead the girls to the festivities. John McLaughlin will announce the names of the boys, and Mr. Miles, and the faculty promoter.

Queen and Court

A highlight of the afternoon will be the presentation of the Queen and her Court. Pat Whittick will reign as queen. In her court are two representatives from each class.

This will be senior Lee Hamilton’s second appearance in the pageant. She was one of the class representatives during her junior year. She also was a freshman homecoming queen and appeared in last year’s festival. She takes this year’s title from court last year, a sophomore, Sue Miller.

The six senior representatives from the APO, junior representatives from the WAA, and the co-captain’s position in lacrosse.

The other senior representative will be Susan Frick of the Braddock Chemical Society, Alpha Phi Omega, and Kappa Delta Kappa. In previous years she has been the literary, drama and festival chairman, and this year she will be in charge of the fashion show.

Senior Pat Whittick, who will serve as Queen of the Spring Festival next Saturday, is second only to Lee in the selection of a queen this year. She was named queen four years ago and has been co-chairman of the fashion show of the festival.

Curtain’s “The Girls in 509” Scheduled Friday and Saturday

The Curtain Club will present “The Girls in 509,” a comedy by Howard Teichmann, the evening of May 11 and 12 in the T-G Gym. Curtain time will be 8:15 both evenings.

The play is a light comedy concern two staunch Republican women, who, disillusioned by the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932, go into seclusion in room 509 of an elegant hotel in New York City, waiting for the return to power of the “glorious Republican party.” Sandy Holl and Cathy Garozza portray Aunt Hettie and Molly, respectively.

In the hopes of getting a “hot story,” a professor turns journalist and blandly tells them out. Professor Whittick, a mild man, is aided in his plans by Old Jim, (frustrated actor turned to the church thanks to unsuccessful career) and a female, Jeanne Dawson, (Continued on page 2)

After Weeks of Rehearsal . . .

Then those dear little old ladies in there to me, they said . . . but Terry Kearney’s words seem to have been taken by the senior ladies. Reporters Marty Fridfith, however, is intent on getting a story, and thus uncovered by the nosiness of Max McLaughlin.

“Now you listen here!” Nancy Fraser warns Carlton Dingman (or is it the other way ’round?) Makes no difference anyway, for these newly elected Head Soph Rulers are only out to have some good clean fun next year at the expense of those getting a story, and thus unconcerned by the nosiness of John Piston, the object of her affections.
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Dosing Technique Requires Practice
by Roy Christman

When I was an eighth grader, I read a short story called "American West". The cowboys in the story dressed in white, and their feet were bare. The book was about the old times, and I was always interested in the idea of living back then.

I had never been to the Ursinus campus before, but I knew about it from reading "American West". I really enjoyed the idea of being a cowboy, and I was determined to make it happen.

I had been saving my pennies, close your eyes, at the Ursinus campus for over a year. I was planning to save up enough money to pay for my trip, and I was ready to start my journey.

On my first day, I was greeted by the friendly faces of the faculty. They were all so nice, and I felt right at home. I was able to sleep anywhere, and soon I was able to sleep deep and soundly.

I found, however, that taking a nap at any time is not a good idea. I wanted to be as fresh as possible when I woke up, so I decided to take a nap after school. I was able to do so, and it felt like I could sleep for a few minutes. I woke up feeling refreshed.

We're all familiar with the idea of being able to sleep anywhere at any time. But, I was always careful not to sleep too late. I knew that if I could sleep on a bus or in a room, I might be able to sleep anywhere.

For me, "sleep" can mean a variety of things. An example of an ability to sleep anywhere is in this case, I found myself able to sleep anywhere at any time. I was able to do so while waiting for the bus or in the library. I was able to sleep in the library, on the main floor of the building, and anywhere else where I found myself.

A lot of people have trouble sleeping, especially at night. I know I do. I never have a chance to get enough sleep. I always feel tired during the day, and I can never seem to catch up.

I found that by doing a few things I learned about sleep a few years ago, I could get more sleep. I have been able to fall asleep quickly, and I can stay asleep for a long time. I have been able to do this without taking any drugs or making any changes in my daily routine.

It's important to remember that sleep is an essential part of our health. It helps us to stay healthy, both physically and mentally. I believe that everyone should get enough sleep, and I try to do so whenever possible.

This was an accomplishment for me, and I'm glad I was able to do it. I'm sure that I'll be able to sleep anywhere at any time, and I'll be happy to do so.
Tennis: Lose to Lyons, But Win at Juniata
D'Acquisto by Alex Lavalley

The Ursinus tennis team faced off against Juniata and Lyons in dual matches this week. They defeated Juniata, but lost to Lyons. The team is currently keeping their hopes high for the upcoming season.

The Ursinus team's schedule includes several upcoming matches against Pennsylvania opponents. They are hoping to build their momentum for the future.

The Women's Cross Country team is also making strides as they prepare for the upcoming season. They have been training hard and are focused on improving their performance.

The Men's Cross Country team has been working on their technique and are looking forward to challenging courses.

The Ursinus Track team is practicing for their upcoming meets. They are focused on achieving their personal best times and contributing to their team's success.

The Ursinus Softball team secured a victory against the Elizabethtown College men's team, scoring a total of 13 runs. This brings their win count for the season to a total of 10.

The West Chester Bears' lacrosse and baseball teams are both looking forward to their upcoming season. The lacrosse team has a strong roster and is focused on improving their defense. The baseball team is working on refining their batting and pitching skills.

The Ursinus Track and Field team is also making strides in their season. They have been working hard on improving their skills and are focused on achieving their personal bests.

The Ursinus Baseball team is working hard on refining their skills and are focused on achieving their personal bests.
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One for the success of such a same event. Dave Bonner leaped third.

shot while his teammate Dan White former champ and record-holding . Bob Carney placed third at 45 feet cop the event and remain un defeated this year as he had a put of to break the forty-foot barrier now stands at 4 and 3 .

Dick Woodruff set a new meet and Bob Gladstone placed third hundred yard dash with Dick

jump.

Wilson in fourth. Tony Sermar defeated in the discus.
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